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•Context plays an important role in scene memory

•A great deal of  research has investigated the relationship 

between context, study time, and memory (Brewer & 

Treyens, 1981; Hemmer & Steyvers, 2009; Hemmer & 

Steyvers, 2012)

Hemmer & Steyvers (2009)  measured memory for scenes 

using 2 & 10 second study time conditions

•We extended the work of Hemmer & Steyvers to include 

two  additional experimental conditions: non-context 

scenes and random scenes. See Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Scene Images. Figure 1a shows an original image used in the 

Hemmer &Steyvers experiments. Figure 1b shows an image  from the non-

context condition which contains all of the objects from the original image, 

however the  walls and ceiling (context) were removed. Figure 1c shows an 

image  from the random condition which contains objects from several of the  

original images selected at random.

Research questions:

1. To what degree does object and background context 

contribute to memory performance?

2. How much study time is needed to achieve equivalent 

performance between the three scene conditions?

Introduction

Participants

27 Rutgers University undergraduates participated 

voluntarily and for monetary compensation in the non-

context and random conditions

Stimuli 

•Original images from MIT LableMe Database

•Important concepts in non-context/random scene 

creation: 

Normative size (Konkle & Oliva, 2007). See Figure 

2.

Orientation (Galleguillos & Belongie, 2010). See 

Figure 3.

Obstruction: issues with recognizability. See Figure 

4.

Figure 2. Normative size. Figure 2a shows a  fork from an original image. 

The size and angle of the fork in the original image makes it too difficult to 

perceive. Figure 2b shows the size and angle of the fork used in the other two 

conditions which is perceptually easier to recognize.

Figure 3. Orientation. Figure 3a shows a table  and chair from an original 

image in which the chair  sits at an unusual angle compared to the table. 

Figure 3b shows the position  of the chair and table presented at a more 

common orientation for the non-context/random scenes. 

Figure 4. Obstruction: issues with recognizability. Figure 4a shows a table 

from an original image where the legs were obstructed by other objects in the 

scene. In figure 4b, legs are added to the  table to increase the recognizability 

of the object.

Procedure

View scene →Distractor task → Free recall task

Methods

•Original Scene Memory experiment (Hemmer & 

Steyvers, 2009), see Figure  5.

Figure 5. Cumulative accuracy as a function of study time and output position. 

The blue line shows the performance in the prior knowledge condition in 

which a different group of participants were asked to list all the objects they 

thought would appear in a certain type of scene (i.e. dining room), prior to 

seeing an image. The  prior knowledge condition can be  interpreted as a 0 

second study time condition. 

•Non-context condition, see Figure 6.

Figure 6. Non-context scene results. Performance in the 10 and 15 second 

study conditions is better than performance in the 2 second condition, but very 

little difference between the 10 and 15 second conditions. Performance in all 

three conditions worsens across output position and more rapidly compared to 

the  original study. There is a cross over effect in the performance of the 0 

second condition and 2 second condition.

•Random scene condition (predicted results), see 

Figure 7. 

Figure 7. Random scene predicted data. Again, the blue line represents a 0 

second condition. It is predicted that memory performance  overall in the 

random condition will be  worse than in the context and non-context 

conditions. Over time, the 15 second study time condition for the random 

scenes will yield equivalent performance  to the 2 second condition in the 

non-context scenes, but not to any condition in the original context scenes

Results Discussion

•The prediction held for the 2 second condition but 

not for the 10 and 15 second conditions

•Result might be due to objects being more salient 

in the non-context images and context being 

preserved in the objects 

•Performance in the context condition was more 

accurate and stable across output position compared 

with the non-context condition. 

•Results from the random scene condition will help 

delineate the role context and time play in human 

memory
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